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An important direction in recent thinking about public understanding of science and technology is embodied in the international trend within many democratic countries towards the promotion of citizen engagement. These developments entail the participation and deliberative involvement by lay publics in planning, decision-making and policy-making situations. In this paper we argue that citizen engagement exercises can usefully be understood as information systems. This characterization leads us to propose that the effectiveness by which such exercises utilize sources of knowledge—what we term their translation quality—should be adopted as a new criterion for their evaluation. We illustrate the applicability of this proposal by analyzing the GM Nation? public debate, a government-sponsored citizen engagement exercise that took place in Britain in 2002–3.



1. Introduction The notion of citizen engagement has become a central feature in public policy discourse within many democratic countries, where it is regarded as a means of addressing a number of perceived sources of potential crisis in contemporary governance; namely deficits of knowledge, trust, and legitimacy (Dryzek, 2000; CEC, 2001; OECD, 2001). As a result, various forms of participative and deliberative involvement by lay citizens are starting to play an increasingly important role in shaping policy, in particular in areas concerning science and technology. These changes bring new opportunities and challenges for public understanding of science. In the context of these developments an unprecedented experiment in government-sponsored citizen engagement took place in Britain in 2002–3. This was concerned with the possible commercial cultivation of genetically modified (GM) crops in the UK. In this paper we draw upon our experience of evaluating this government-sponsored initiative, which was branded GM Nation? The Public Debate (Public Debate Steering Board, 2003a). Elsewhere, we have reported in detail on various aspects of the debate and the evaluation that we conducted (Horlick-Jones et al., 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2007, in press; Pidgeon et al., 2005; Rowe et al., 2005, 2006, in press). Here, we focus on one particular aspect of the functioning of the debate process: the effectiveness of that capacity by which it utilized sources of knowledge, © SAGE Publications
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including the ways in which conclusions drawn from one stage of the process became a source for its subsequent stages, informing and shaping them. We will term this characteristic of the debate process its translation quality. Before proceeding, we first recognize that it is important to draw a distinction between our use of the term translation and the use that has already been made by other researchers in the context of engagement processes (National Research Council, 1996). As we understand it, their use of the term (p. 14) refers to a conception of a hypothetical instrumental process that might provide scientific knowledge in a user-friendly form suitable for use by decisionmakers. They are critical of this notion, and stress the need for multiple forms of knowledge, including lay perspectives, to be used in decision-making in an integrated way, as part of an analytic-deliberative process. Our concept of translation seeks to capture how effectively various sources of knowledge are utilized in just such an interactive and integrative process. In the following sections, we first consider the roles of different forms of knowledge and information in engagement processes, and we develop a conception of such processes as information systems. We then introduce the notion of translation quality as the basis for systematically evaluating this dimension of engagement processes. In subsequent parts of the paper we illustrate the relevance of these ideas by examining their applicability to the various component parts of the GM Nation? debate. Finally, we consider the case for translation quality to be adopted as an evaluation criterion for future engagement exercises.



2. Knowledge, information and the notion of translation quality Citizen engagement exercises are centrally concerned with lay understandings of, and views about, certain issues in question, with a view to incorporating them in a process of decisionmaking. There is an implicit assumption here that lay perspectives form a legitimate, and workable, basis for conducting a process of this nature; one with perhaps far-reaching policy implications. This idea might still be regarded as radical, or even dangerous, in some quarters. After all, some would suggest that lay publics often display “irrational” views towards risk issues; views that are certainly not scientific, and perhaps inappropriate to inform the making of important decisions. Importantly, much work in the public understanding of science literature (e.g. Wynne, 1995; Irwin and Wynne, 1996; see also Horlick-Jones, 2005) has recognized that lay publics typically include a wider range of considerations than technical experts do in their reasoning processes; including matters that are of relevance to their everyday life. In this way the rationality associated with technical expertise may be seen as narrowly defined, and indeed alienating in terms of its apparent disregard for issues about which people may have strong value-commitments. We also note that recent years have seen the relative status of lay and expert knowledge becoming a matter of scholarly controversy, featuring an extended debate about the nature of what kind of “expertise” is conferred by what has been described as “the privilege of experience” (Williams and Popay, 1994; see also Collins and Evans, 2002). Advocates at one end of a spectrum of views identify such “lay epidemiology” as a substantive form of expertise, offering a challenge to conventional science-based professional expertise. Those at the other end of the spectrum are highly critical of this position, and see the term “lay expertise” as no more than an oxymoron (discussed in e.g. Prior, 2003). Without pursuing this debate in detail, it is possible to observe that in practice lay knowledge can make possible an enhanced utilization of expert knowledge to address specific problem situations. Such knowledge offers the possibility of contextualizing, or re-framing, abstract, general knowledge, in order to engage more effectively with the specifics of, for Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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example, everyday working practices, or the details of a patient’s lifestyle (Petts, 1997; Horlick-Jones, 1998; Linell, 1998). Over thirty-five years ago the historian and philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn (1970) argued that differences between competing scientific theories could not be resolved simply by appeal to “the facts” if these theories were differently framed. These insights have led to more recent work on apparently intractable policy controversies, in which it is recognized that technical knowledge alone rarely resolves such conflicts when competing perspectives are based upon different ways of “looking” at the problem issue (Schön and Rein, 1994). Combining these perspectives—contextualizing expert knowledge, and incorporating multiple framings—suggests that decision-making about such policy matters necessitates processes that are not wholly technical, nor social or political; but rather something that combines these approaches (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1992; Horlick-Jones and Sime, 2004; Rosenhead and Mingers, 2001; Stirling and Meyer, 1999). Seen in this light, citizen engagement about technological issues emerges as an attempt to incorporate and reconcile competing perspectives subject to the constraints and opportunities afforded by the character of the issue in question.1 Capturing, and making effective use of, a range of different forms of knowledge emerges as a matter of central importance to the effectiveness of citizen engagement initiatives. We note that much of the recent literature on these exercises (e.g. Abelson et al., 2003) stresses the need for two-way communication between debate sponsors and the public, as well as deliberation between participants. Petts (1997) draws attention to the importance of such interactions in highlighting information needs, and prompting the examination of a plurality of expert sources. However, despite this awareness of the importance of information, knowledge and communication to the effective functioning of engagement exercises, we are not aware of any work that has considered closely the overall management of information and knowledge during such exercises. Existing evaluation criteria for engagement processes (see Rowe and Frewer, 2000, 2004) focus on their effectiveness as organizational processes. It is clear that there is also a need to consider such processes as information systems (cf. Checkland and Scholes, 1990). Importantly, it is also clear that knowledge cannot be viewed as a “package” that can be transferred between stages of an engagement exercise in an unproblematic way. Rather, each stage entails situated processes of gathering, presenting, disputing and agreeing, framing and re-framing, and finally using different forms and sources of knowledge: activities that here we generically term translation. Given this complexity, how is it possible to evaluate the translation quality of engagement processes? Some progress towards answering this question may be made by considering part of the literature on knowledge in organizational settings. Feldman’s (1989) investigation of the role of information in policy-making stresses the key roles of framing, and the resulting selection or omission of matters of relevance. She also emphasizes the important role played by documents in encapsulating such processes of categorization. This latter focus is addressed in detail in Harper’s (1998) ethnography of a large international organization. His notion of an “information career”—as information is gathered, analyzed, documented, transformed in various ways, and used by management structures to achieve certain ends—is particularly apposite in the current discussion. The key distinction between information and knowledge is taken up by a number of writers (e.g. Alvesson, 2004), who conclude that the latter entails an exercise in judgment based on experience or theory. A recent intervention by Jensen (2005) is particularly helpful in drawing out the significance of this distinction: recognizing that only information can be shared between members of an organization, and that the acquisition of knowledge entails processes of learning, re-framing and understanding. The practical implementation of engagement exercises will additionally entail the transmission of information across organizational boundaries, and between lay understandings Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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and professional interpretations. Here we note that Manning’s (1988) analysis of emergency calls to the police provides some important insights into the character of such processes of sense-making and categorization, and transformations of “this” to “that.” Importantly, his study serves to highlight the pivotal role of routine competencies and expectations on the part of the professionals in question. Typically the organizational infrastructure that implements and supports an engagement exercise will comprise an ad hoc consortium of executive agencies, each with their own operational norms, which come together simply for the duration of the exercise. These agencies may possess varying degrees of the competencies needed to implement the debate. Such considerations suggest that knowledge-handling by a given engagement exercise may well be a complicated, and potentially messy, process. These are important matters for the evaluation of the exercise’s translation quality.



3. The GM Nation? debate As noted above, we have already reported in detail elsewhere on the nature of this debate, and on the character of the evaluation we conducted. Here we briefly set out the structure of the debate, in order to identify its component parts and their interrelationships. The debate (see Figure 1) comprised a number of distinct stages: ● A process of desk research. ● A preliminary series of workshops, designed to allow a range of lay perspectives to frame the terms of the process. ● The production of stimulus materials to support the debate process. ● An open engagement phase, comprising public meetings, availability of information materials, a website, and the opportunity to comment on the issues or complete a questionnaire. ● A series of focus groups that were conceived as providing some degree of “control” over possible bias arising from the public engagement perhaps only attracting participation by those with pre-existing (and fixed) views. It is possible to identify a number of information-related processes that would appear to have an important bearing on the overall effectiveness of the debate process. These information flows are illustrated schematically in Figure 2. Specifically, there is a need to consider the quality of a number of activities that formed part of the debate process, including: ● The elicitation of lay perspectives, and how these were used to “frame” the debate. ● How stimulus materials designed to inform the debate were developed. ● How the public meetings and other publicly accessible conduits were used to gather information by the organizers. ● How the “Narrow-but-Deep” process functioned as a “control” mechanism. ● How the debate’s Steering Board analyzed all the information at its disposal, and how it drew up overall findings.



4. Framing the debate From an early stage, the organizers expressed a commitment that the public should be allowed to determine how the issues around GM were to be discussed during the debate. Here we Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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Foundation Discussion Workshops November 2002



Total of 9 large ‘focus groups’. 8 with ordinary citizens pre-selected to represent a spread of socio-demographic characteristics. 1 further meeting held with GM stakeholders. Exploratory ‘framing’ of issues in preparation for the main debate process the following summer.



Open Meetings Tier 1 Major ‘national’ meetings organised by Steering Board executive (n = 6) Tier 2 Meetings organised by local councils or national organisations and supported by Steering Board executive (n = 40 estimated)



MAIN DEBATE June-July 2003



Debate Website Including information on GM, and the opportunity to register views in qualitative and quantitative form.



Tier 3 Local meetings organised by community groups, educational centres etc. (n = 629 estimated)



Transcripts and Rapporteurs’ Reports



Questionnaire Responses



Emails/ Letters



Closed ‘Narrow-butDeep’ Groups 10 re-convened focus groups held with 77 ordinary citizens preselected to represent a spread of sociodemographic characteristics. Each group met twice to deliberate on GM issues, with a period in between to gather information.



Qualitative Analysis of Participants’ Discourse



Steering Board Final Report (24th September 2003) Figure 1. The GM Nation? debate process (after Pidgeon et al. (2005); reproduced with permission).



consider how this task was addressed. In order to elicit lay framings of GM-related issues, a series of discussion groups (known as Foundation Discussion workshops) were organized, with the objective of investigating how a cross-section of the lay public tries to make sense of these issues. Nine discussion groups were convened. Eight of the groups comprised individuals who were not already engaged with the issues, and a single workshop was composed of those who were actively involved and interested in GM issues. In methodological terms, the workshops Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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Foundation Discussion workshops



Public meetings Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3



Feedback from the lay public, NGOs



Production of stimulus materials



Desk research



Website



Narrow-butDeep groups



Report preparation



Figure 2. Flows of information between stages of the debate.



were rather like large focus groups. They utilized a range of moderation techniques, some of them more unusual than others, but including some elements that were indeed novel. These included the use of a number of games that made possible the representation of contrasting participant views in graphic and amusing terms, storytelling, and the presence of a professional cartoonist to provide stimulus material. The groups were much larger than those typically utilized in focus group-based research. Participant interactions within the group meetings were highly mediated by the (two) facilitators. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the groups did not generate much in the way of quasi-naturalistic talk: an invaluable source for tapping everyday sense-making practices (Horlick-Jones, 2005; Petts et al., 2001). However, the facilitators demonstrably sought to avoid imposing exterior frames on the group discussions, and to promote the identification of shared everyday categories. These are techniques often adopted by social researchers using focus groups (Bloor et al., 2001), and our observations suggest that the facilitation practice was highly professional in this respect. The group facilitators made audio recordings of the entire proceedings. The quality of these recordings was quite poor in places, and we recognize that this could have resulted in potentially important data being lost, although we have no specific evidence to suggest that was the case. The facilitators also retained a variety of flipcharts used during the various “games” and procedures. Finally, they also retained the work of the cartoonist who was present at each workshop, and whose work was, it seems, at least in part inspired by the unfolding discussions. Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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The facilitators’ report on the group-based exercise (Corr Wilbourn, 2003a) does not indicate how all these data were analyzed. They describe their methodology as following “the principles of phenomenological and process-oriented qualitative research” (p. 6) with the “specific application” of this approach being developed in-house. Our informal interviews with the facilitators indicated that their analytic approach was rather similar to standard textbook methods for qualitative research. This analysis of the group sessions identified six frames that the participants used when discussing, and trying to make sense of, GM issues. These were (Corr Wilbourn, 2003a): ● ● ● ● ● ●



food choice information needs uncertainty and trust targets and intended trajectory ethics.



These findings also identified numerous factual areas where participants expressed a wish to know more. The structure of lay framing of GM-related issues revealed by these workshops was in close agreement with the findings in the recent risk perception literature, for example over the way in which people use shared categories drawn from their everyday lives—like food, health and trust in decision-makers—in collectively accomplishing an understanding of GM issues (Grove-White et al., 1997; Marris et al., 2001; Petts et al., 2001). They also identified a high degree of ambivalence in attitudes towards GM, something which figured strongly in the findings of our survey work, where we found that more than half of the lay public were not sure whether GM food should be promoted or opposed (discussed in Horlick-Jones et al., 2007). Overall, we concluded that the workshop methodology was sound, as an exercise in information elicitation and gathering, and, in this respect, it was able to capture most of the data required by the organizers. However, whilst the workshops were highly effective with regard to eliciting framing information, they were less successful in their secondary task of ascertaining what would encourage members of the public to engage actively with the wider debate process. The single workshop comprising people already engaged in GM-related issues agreed that the debate should disseminate “the facts” about GM, but, unsurprisingly, disagreed over which facts.



5. The “facts” about GM: informing the debate The debate organizers decided to develop a range of stimulus materials to ensure participants in the debate were informed about the nature of the arguments about GM. It was envisaged that these materials would also set out a range of technical evidence regarded by most protagonists as being of relevance. The preparation of these materials proved problematic, not least because of the need to strike a balance between the relative status of quite well-established scientific findings (albeit subject to uncertainty and so potentially fallible) and wider value-based issues, like political and ethical considerations. We note that the US National Research Council (1996) report on deliberative processes mentioned above recognized that there is no easy way to strike this balance. As a first stage, background research was commissioned: a review of the literature about public attitudes in the UK to GM issues, focusing on GM crop commercialization; and a Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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review of the experience in the UK and elsewhere, of implementing deliberative techniques in public engagement exercises. This work was carried out partly by the main debate contractor and executive (COI Communications), and partly by a subcontractor. This material could fairly be described as sound but unexceptional. It contained the sort of information that one might not unreasonably expect those who were appointed to implement a major exercise like the GM debate to already possess. The preparation of the stimulus materials entailed the assembly of an appropriate body of knowledge. It was argued that given the nature of technical terms and ideas used in debates about GM, many of which may be unfamiliar to the lay public, there was a need to create an “agreed core” of information. The subcontractors appointed to carry out this work were advised that whilst the brief was concerned with creating “objective” information, there was a case to include “opposing views” because “this is often how people encounter information in real life” (quotes taken from the contractors’ brief, December 2002). In practice, the subcontractors interviewed a number of engaged stakeholders, including the members of the debate Steering Board, drawing on a set of questions forming an output from the Foundation Discussion workshops. Here, it seems, was the first “translation link” with the earlier stage of the debate. The nine interview areas initially comprised: A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. I.



Basic information and definitions Current status of GM Rationale Possible risk to health Other possible effects Regulation and monitoring of safety Boundaries Trust and confidence Moral and ethical issues.



These areas and their constituent questions (up to eight for each category) were identified by the Foundation Discussion workshop subcontractors, and are contained in their report on the workshops (Corr Wilbourn, 2003a). Here, questions posed by participants during the various workshop exchanges had been grouped according to common themes. As they stand, the questions address matters that are largely of a technical nature: “What is GM?”; “How is it done?”; “Who eats GM food?”; “Why do it?”; “What’s in it for me?”; “How do I know that it will be safe?” Clearly competing voices in debates about GM would provide different answers, and indeed, the responses obtained by the subcontractors contained a diversity of perspectives on these “factual” matters. These were eventually organized in terms of a series of pithy for/against statements. The stimulus materials took the form of a video, “workbook” and CD-ROM. The video used the device of using conversations between three small groups of people—members of the lay public, scientists and farmers—to articulate the different kinds of argument typically used in debates about GM. It is not clear to us how these individuals were selected, or the extent to which the conversations were scripted. The content of the workbook (a glossy 48 page pamphlet) and CD-ROM drew on the “core” information mentioned above, and contained a series of questions about GM, its regulation, possible impacts and so on. This material was presented in the form of a paragraph or two of “views for” and “views against.” The sources of these arguments, present in the initial “information content” text, had been removed. The final form of the stimulus material went through a series of slippages from early Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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plans; for example the CD-ROM was originally intended to take a much more interactive form, however this did not happen. The content of the workbook was made available on the debate website, which also provided access to a quite extensive range of documentation associated with the debate. The activities associated with the production of the stimulus materials entailed a number of translation processes. First, a range of questions elicited by the Foundation Discussion workshops were used to shape the gathering of information that was used in those materials. Interestingly, these questions were used rather than attempting to adopt the framings identified in the workshop report. It could be argued that by substituting questions for frames, lay perspectives were being constructed in “deficit” terms; as an absence of expert knowledge. This observation raises a difficult technical question, namely: how might one capture such framings in a way that they can be used in practical ways to shape the debate process? Whilst one could argue that a set of questions in some way reflects the perspectives and preoccupations of a frame, or set of frames, this would appear a rather impoverished way of embodying the totality of shared understandings, sources of relevance, symbolic linkages and uses of language which are characteristic of socially organized “ways of seeing” (Goffman, 1975). Here we have identified an important challenge for the concept of translation quality. Turning now to the use of information gathered in the production of the stimulus materials, we note that the finalized materials presented for/against arguments in a way that stripped the arguments from their source information and political context. As it stood, there was no way to distinguish statements based upon well-established scientific knowledge, from those that drew upon a variety of other sources. Arguably, important doubts exist about the extent to which information decontextualized in this way from its sources can play a meaningful role in informing a debate of this nature. To illustrate this point, we briefly consider one of the questions contained in the GM Nation? stimulus materials (Public Debate Steering Board, 2003b). The text poses the question: “is GM food safe?” Two columns of text follow this heading, labeled “Views for” and “Views against.” The first column contains the statement: “The regulatory bodies that exist are independent of industry and work in the public interest.” The second column contains the statement: “Current tests assume that GM crops are fundamentally the same as non-GM crops, which is not the case.” Neither statement (both of which, it should be noted, are contested by some stakeholders) is justified on the basis of any source or reference. We found that the overwhelming view of participants in the debate’s public events, and of various stakeholders and key actors that we interviewed, was that the quality of the stimulus material was bland and unsatisfactory (Horlick-Jones et al., 2007). Our analysis suggests that here the debate performed poorly with respect to translation quality.



6. The public meetings The organizers produced a short questionnaire, or “feedback form” that was distributed to all participants in all component parts of the debate. It was also available on the website. This questionnaire contained thirteen items on the possible costs and benefits of GM crops, and drew, in a rather loose way, on the questions posed by the Foundation Discussion workshops. In addition, the organizers recruited observers for the six “national” Tier 1 meetings, whom we understand collected qualitative material describing the form and outputs of the discussions. In the Tier 1 meetings, the plenary sessions were professionally introduced (drawing on some of the stimulus material) and facilitated. However, much of these meetings were organized around small round-table discussions between participants. We noted that participants Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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engaged in these discussions made extremely limited use of the stimulus materials. The feedback from each table to a final plenary was delivered by an untrained volunteer, and limits on the time available resulted in a tendency for quite complex arguments to be reduced to simplistic formulations. The Tier 1 plenary sessions were audio taped and subsequently transcripts were made which were posted on the debate website. The organizers’ observers, who were free to monitor the discussions around each table, were also volunteers who, as far as we are aware, worked in a way that was not coordinated or standardized across the various meetings. We conclude that the organizers were restricted in their capacity to capture the rich detail of the discussions that formed a central part of the Tier 1 meetings. Turning now to the Tier 2 (regional) and Tier 3 (local) meetings, perhaps the first point to make is that these took on a diversity of forms. Some of the Tier 2 meetings, which were typically hosted by local government bodies, were supported by the debate organizers and professionally facilitated. The organization of Tier 3 meetings was determined locally by their organizers. We were only able to gather limited information on the large number of Tier 2 and Tier 3 meetings, however the ones we observed featured reasonably good facilitation and presentations by expert speakers, with opportunities for questions and discussion. We have no way of measuring the typicality of this format. We understand that occasionally informal reports on local meetings were sent to the debate organizers, however these did not arise from a process of independent observation, so their quality cannot be guaranteed. The debate executive sent stocks of feedback questionnaires to all local meeting organizers, but the process of their distribution was not monitored by independent observers. We conclude that the organizers’ feedback questionnaires provided the main conduit for information gathering on the public meetings. There was very little in the way of systematic attempts to collect information on the rich detail of discussion and deliberation which formed part of these meetings. We found that the participants in the public aspects of the debate were not representative of the general public as a whole, in terms of either demographic or attitudinal characteristics. For example, the self-reported educational level of participants in the Tier 1 meetings was considerably higher than the UK average (some two-thirds of respondents claimed to have a degree, compared to one-fifth of the population, aged between 16 and 74, according to the 2001 census). Participants in the open activities, including the Steering Board’s questionnaire, were considerably more negative about GM food and crops than respondents in our survey were (Horlick-Jones et al., 2007). We also observed that these events were often dominated by discussions characteristic of a knowledgeable and experienced engagement in the GM issue, suggesting a pre-existing engagement with GM-related issues. The form of discourse typical of exchanges among participants in these meetings is illustrated in the following extract from one of our team’s fieldwork notebooks: I arrive at the second table, one participant is holding forth, telling “the facts”. There is a lot of technical talk among the group. Pusztai is mentioned [the scientist who claimed to show that rats fed on GM food became ill as a result]. “what about the Newcastle study”, “loads of tests are needed” … one clearly-frustrated participant exclaims: “it’s all a big con”. Despite this clear bias in representation, it is not our view that the open meetings were without merit. It is important to recognize that engaged people with clear views on GM issues had a legitimate contribution to make in the debate. Moreover the exploration of their views was important, in view of their prominence within the political dynamics of wider debates about GM. More important, from the point of view of this paper, is whether participants were suitably informed by the stimulus materials, and whether their views were appropriately collected by the organizers. Our analysis would generally suggest this was not the case. Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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7. The “Narrow-but-Deep” process The debate organizers were aware that findings from the debate drawn from a self-selected sample of the lay public could be criticized for their possible bias. In order to attend to this difficulty, an additional closed component of the debate took the form of a series of focus groups, conceived as a “control” on the findings arising from the open parts of the debate process. These ten groups were recruited to provide a representative cross-section of the public designed deliberately to exclude people with an active interest in the GM issue. These groups each met twice, with an interval of two weeks during which participants were invited to explore the issues concerning GM using official stimulus materials, and any other materials they could find, and to keep diaries of their findings, conversations, thoughts and so on. Here the title of the process, “Narrow but Deep” (NBD), refers to the limited scope of representation (only 77 members of the public took part), while “deep” refers to the anticipated extended level of engagement and deliberation in these groups, in comparison to that typically possible during the open meetings. Specific objectives of the NBD process included the following requirements: ● To use the frames identified by the public to facilitate debate and deliberation which focuses on what the public sees as the relevant issues surrounding GM. ● To enable access to the evidence and other balanced and substantiated information the public may want and need to debate the issues. ● Through deliberation and access to evidence, allow people to come to a considered view on the issue of GM, the possible commercialization of GM crops in the UK, and the options for proceeding with this commercialization. As we have seen, the Foundation Discussion workshops had identified a number of frames used by laypeople in making sense of the GM issues. These were grounded in everyday lived experience. Despite the stated objectives, we could find no evidence that the NBD meetings were purposefully structured according to these framings, save by virtue of the participants being exposed to the debate’s stimulus materials, and to the cartoons produced during the Foundation Discussion workshops. Rather, the NBD meetings were allowed to evolve in a largely unstructured fashion. In this way, the facilitators might be said to have followed the brief by simply allowing the lay categorizations to re-emerge in a naturalistic way. The facilitators audio recorded each of the NBD sessions. In common with the Foundation Discussion workshop recording, these recordings were of quite poor quality in places, and some gaps were present. The diaries kept by participants during the two weeks between group meetings were collected at the end of the second meeting. The facilitators’ report (Corr Wilbourn, 2003b) carrying out an examination of media stories identified in a random sample of the diaries. The report does not record any other form of analysis carried out on the diaries, neither does it state whether transcripts were prepared from the recordings, or how, in practice, the datasets collected were analyzed. The evidence at our disposal suggests that textbook techniques for qualitative data analysis were used for this analysis. Standard GM Nation? feedback questionnaires were issued to the participants for completion on the spot at the start of both the first and second meeting of each group. In other words, none of the organizers’ questionnaires were issued to participants by the organizers following the experience of the second meeting of the group (they did, however, complete our questionnaire, which was issued with a pre-paid envelope for them to take away with them). We were interested to note that the facilitators (Corr Wilbourn, 2003b: 38) describe the Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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second questionnaire as the “post-deliberation one,” and go on to describe the activities undertaken by participants during the “diary” phase as “the deliberation process” (p. 45). Our observations suggest that the second meetings of the group were indeed more deliberative in nature that the first meetings, however this process took place after the questionnaire was completed. There seems to be some confusion here over the meaning of the word “deliberation,” and we can only speculate on the implications for the data analysis. In the facilitators’ report on the NBD process (Corr Wilbourn, 2003b), strong claims are made about the robustness of its findings. The process is said to “genuinely represent ‘grassroots’ opinions” (p. 8), and whilst it is recognized that the sample is too small for associated feedback questionnaire data to provide robust statistical evidence, “it is more than adequate to provide robust qualitative data.” Significantly, the facilitators claim that “the sample is, we believe, an accurate reflection of those whose voices have not yet been heard on the issues surrounding GM” (p. 18). In response to these claims, we note that there exists no hard and fast rule about how many focus groups need to be conducted in order to make strong claims regarding the validity of the resulting findings. The NBD process is based upon a sample of ten groups, each of which met on two occasions, and we recognize that many projects have used fewer groups to establish results publishable in peer-reviewed journals. Sufficient volumes of data need to be gathered in order to achieve saturation of the categories that emerge from analysis. Ideally sampling would continue until clear saturation is achieved. In practice, of course, it is often not possible to follow this procedure as the constraints of project budgeting necessitate the numbers of groups to be used are specified in advance. Of central importance here is the recognition that despite sometimes using relatively small numbers of groups, focus groupbased research can make reasonable claims about the validity of its findings because it seeks to uncover shared norms and interpretative resources present within a wider population with certain shared experiences (Bloor et al., 2001; Petts et al., 2001). During the two-week interval between first and second meetings of the NBD groups, the participants were asked to explore the GM issue, and at the end of the first meetings were encouraged to discuss how this objective might be achieved. During this two-week “diary” exercise, the participants were therefore exposed to potentially significantly different experiences, directly relating to the GM issue. The diaries they kept suggest that these influences include a diversity of knowledge claims about GM-related issues, including those posted at many websites, a large proportion of which were anti-GM in nature.2 Arguably such differences in experiences create the potential for discussions at the second meetings of the groups to move off in new, perhaps idiosyncratic directions, thus calling into question the “accurate reflection of unheard voices” claims of the NBD findings. A further consideration concerns the logic of the position in which participants in the groups were placed as a result of knowing little about the issues, and then going on a “crash course” during which they were exposed to an uncontrolled range of sources of knowledge and opinion about GM-related matters. Any new technology has potential unintended adverse consequences, and it is clearly not possible to be completely sure that the introduction of GM will not bring with it health and environmental problems. The recent UK experience of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) and other food scares strongly reinforces this caution. The participants might quite reasonably then ask “what’s in it for me?,” and the answer is not at all clear. In contrast, for instance, in the case of mobile telephones, where people clearly see themselves as gaining significant benefits, scare stories about adverse health consequences appear to have had little impact on the widespread use of this technology (Walls et al., 2005). We observed NBD participants displaying considerable enthusiasm for fantasy products like “GM chocolate that doesn’t put on weight” (see Figure 3), suggesting that caution about GM Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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may similarly be swept aside if suitably attractive commodities became available (HorlickJones et al., in press). A final crucial aspect of the context in which the NBD participants found themselves was being disengaged from the constraints of the decision on GM commercialization. Our understanding of the philosophy behind the NBD methodology (based upon a presentation by the facilitators that we observed) suggests that the process design sought to avoid constraining participants with the responsibility for a decision. This relaxing of constraints raises important questions about the extent to which the NBD process can truly be described as “deliberation,” in the dictionary sense of promoting the consideration and discussion of arguments for and against a measure, so as to resolve that tension. Quite simply, the logic of asking people who are largely ignorant of the issues, and who have no particular axe to grind or constraint to satisfy, to make up their minds about GM appears to propel them in the direction of caution. The shaping of the NBD group processes by largely uncontrolled sources of knowledge is an important consideration for translation quality. Another important factor is the apparent confusion in the interpretation of the qualitative and quantitative data collected. Overall, we conclude that the translation quality of this stage of the debate was rather weak.



8. The official findings of the debate We now consider the drawing up by the organizers and their executive of the findings of the debate. Members of the Steering Group met on two occasions during August 2003 in order to consider and discuss drafts of the final report that had been prepared by a professional writer hired to undertake this task. We were provided with observer status at both meetings. It is important to note that this final process of the debate—the rendering of conclusions from a voluminous range of disparate data—was the ultimate test of what we have termed translation quality. [NBD Group 4, 53(1)] (Mi = male participants; Fj = female participants; R = facilitator) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21



M2



F3



R F3 R M2



R M2 F2 R M2 R M2



I mean you could have all sorts of food, I suppose you don’t put any weight on, you know, you could eat as much ice cream as you like ’cause it’s got one calorie per tub Marvellous! ((Laughter)) ((data gap)) So who’s up for it?...hang on…it’s a great question GM chocolate, definitely! GM chocolate, yeah But chocolate that had no calories… you could have, like, six bars and be, like, that…it tastes the same…if Cadbury’s said ‘oh we’ve got this little GM lab going on to see’, you know Would you buy it? Yeah, if it didn’t have an adverse effect It’s an ideal thing, isn’t it? Quick show of hands…we’ve got F4 and F2 See, we knew we’d win over with chocolate! ((Laughter)) It’s the chocolate that does it…you put your hand up as well didn’t you F1?...Yeah. …government, if they made GM chocolate, the whole thing would be like a domino effect wouldn’t it? Chocolate first and everything else would Figure 3. “GM chocolate”: an example of talk during one of the “Narrow-but-Deep” group sessions. Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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We first note the haste with which the report was put together in order to meet the agreed deadline, and the considerable pressure under which the writer worked. His contribution included not only drafting the report, but also significant work on analysis of a considerable volume of correspondence received by the debate secretariat. We recognize that the debate executive provided a certain amount of technical support, in particular in the analysis of the quantitative feedback data. However, given the volume of data collected, and the importance of the exercise, it seems extraordinary that the analytical process was not more adequately resourced. Given these constraints, it is a credit to the writer that the final report (Public Debate Steering Board, 2003a) is such a comprehensive and well-written document. However, significantly, it is not at all clear what processes of data analysis were used in analyzing the various sources of data collected by the debate, or how they were synthesized in order to arrive at the published findings. As we have discussed in detail elsewhere (Horlick-Jones et al., 2007), we have some serious misgivings about these findings. We concur with the main conclusion, that significant levels of concern about certain aspects of GM exist among the British population, however we recognize the need to qualify this finding in the light of the high levels of ambivalence about the technology in question. We are also concerned about the suggestion that disengaged lay publics are not a “completely different audience with different values and attitudes from an unrepresentative activist minority” (Horlick-Jones et al., 2007: para. 195). Here the report seems to be arguing, on rather flimsy evidence, that if disengaged members of the lay public are exposed to “the facts” then their attitudes shift such that they have rather similar views to the (predominantly anti-GM) people who participated in the public meetings. Importantly, it is simply incorrect to claim that apart from minor differences the attitudes of the “post-experience” NBD groups were the same as those of participants in the public meetings (Campbell and Townsend, 2003; Pidgeon et al., 2005). As discussed above, the views of the NBD participants did indeed change as they learned more about the issues. However, there is a failure here to appreciate both the underlying dynamics of what appears to be a superficial similarity in views between these groups, and the extent of variation of attitudes across different populations within the lay public. To conclude, we suggest that the translation quality of the final report production was flawed by an analysis that failed to be sufficiently sensitive to the nuances of interpretation of the various datasets. We recognize that this may have resulted from it being over-hurried and under-resourced, and appreciate the political pressures under which the organizers, their executive and consultants worked. This serious shortcoming underlines the importance of including translation quality as a generic consideration in the evaluation of engagement initiatives of this kind.



9. Conclusions We have described how we concluded that what we term translation quality is an important consideration in the evaluation of engagement processes. We have also provided a detailed discussion of the relevance of this consideration by examining its applicability to the component parts of the GM Nation? public debate. It is clear that considerable work is needed to develop specific instruments and procedures in order to assess translation quality in ways more systematic than the simple narrative approach that we have adopted here. Nevertheless we suggest that the significance of this criterion for evaluation practice is evident. Our analysis reveals that the GM Nation? debate was flawed in terms of this new criterion of translation quality. In essence, the gains from good initial work in identifying public framings Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.



Horlick-Jones et al.: Citizen engagement processes 273 Table 1. A summary of the various stages of the debate process from a translation perspective Stage of process



Information/ knowledge source



Foundation Discussion workshops



Workshop participants



Actors/mechanisms



Outputs



Subcontractor 1(facilitation Report no 1 and analysis of audio recordings of discussions Cartoons and other materials)



Translation quality? Sound facilitation, and information elicitation and gathering



Participants (discussions and written outputs in flipcharts) Cartoonist Desk research on GM and engagement issues



The academic and grey literatures



Contractor



Production of stimulus material



Reports 1 and 2 Debate Steering Board members



Public meetings Stimulus materials (Tier 1) Participants



Report no 2



Basic but fairly comprehensive



Contractor



Video



Subcontractor 3 (analysis of reports, and interviews with, and comments from, Board members)



Booklet



Was the initial framing captured adequately?



Participants



Reports by Steering Board observers



Poor quality mechanisms for capturing discussion



Transcripts of plenary discussions



Stimulus materials largely ignored



Subcontractor 2



Subcontractors 4 (facilitation) Contractors (event organization)



Text for website Questionnaire



Decontextualized and over-simplified information in stimulus materials



Questionnaire data Public meetings Stimulus materials (Tiers 2 and 3) Participants



Participants Subcontractors 4 (facilitation for some Tier 2 events) Contractors (event organization for some Tier 2 events) Local event organizers (local government, community groups, local branches of pressure groups etc.)



Website



Stimulus materials



Participants



Transcripts of plenary discussions for those tier events supported by contractors



As above



Reports provided by organizers of some Tier 3 meetings Questionnaire data



Comments left behind (also some e-mails and hardcopy letters sent by post)



Not possible to comment on participant engagement with website



Questionnaire data (continued)
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Information/ knowledge source



Actors/mechanisms



Outputs



Translation quality?



Narrow-butDeep groups



Stimulus materials



Participants



Report no. 3



Good quality facilitation



Cartoons from Foundation Discussion workshops



Subcontractor 1 (facilitation, and analysis of audio recordings of discussions and participant diaries)



Questionnaire data Implicit logic of method suspect?



Information accessed from various sources by participants during two-week “diary” period Final report production



All data collected by debate process



Diary process entailed uncontrolled exposure to a diversity of information sources Questionnaires completed at the start of second meetings of the groups



Subcontractor 5 (a professional writer) Contractors (some analytical support for the writer)



Report no. 4 (final Severe time pressure report on the Methodologically debate) worrying analysis of data



Debate Steering Board (discussion of draft materials) Interpretations of final report



Report no. 4



Media



Media coverage



Politicians



Posting of material on websites



Industry organizations Pressure groups



Circulation of documentation



Worrying media coverage based largely of the questionnaire data, suggesting that the debate amounted to a simple referendum



of GM issues (in the Foundation Discussion workshops) were steadily eroded throughout subsequent stages of the debate process. These framings were first transformed into stimulus materials that were rather bland, which failed to capture the contextual relevance of their sources, and were largely ignored by participants in the debate. It was not at all clear the extent to which these materials informed the deliberations that took place in the public meetings or Narrow-but-Deep groups, or their significance to those encountering the debate website. Attempts to capture the richness of such interactions were largely restricted to a small number of closed questions in the “feedback” questionnaire, which focused on ratings of a number of pre-assigned attributes of GM. Arguably these somewhat limited data were then over-interpreted by a small number of time-pressured individuals during the process of producing the debate’s final report. We summarize these findings in Table 1. Here we draw attention to how additional translation mechanisms, in particular provided by the media, politicians and pressure groups, rendered new understandings of what the debate had to say. It is important to note that media representations of the debate findings tended to portray the process as taking the form of a referendum, so indicating widespread public disapproval for GM crops and food. Such representations paid no attention to the atypical sampling that provided the basis for such a judgment. These processes, together with the translation of the debate outputs into policy (e.g. DEFRA et al., 2004), and the ongoing attempts to re-interpret the debate’s findings (see e.g. letters to Downloaded from http://pus.sagepub.com at UNAM on June 18, 2007 © 2007 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
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The Guardian newspaper, 24 July 2006) are all important matters for future research. Of course, these considerations concerning the debate’s interaction with its operating environment—the influence of media coverage and political debate—applied throughout the course of the debate process. We discuss these matters in detail elsewhere (Horlick-Jones et al., 2007). It would appear that in many ways there are similarities between the measures needed to establish quality control in social research and those that appear to be needed to achieve effective translation quality in the implementation of engagement processes. This recognition suggests a need to revisit notions of reliability and validity, the need for a clear audit trail through data collection and analysis (e.g. Seale, 1999), and a critical awareness of the inherent difficulties associated with combining distinct datasets through processes of triangulation (Fielding and Fielding, 1986). In view of the experimental and sometimes unpredictable nature of engagement initiatives, we also draw attention to the need for an enhanced attention to the social context in which data are generated, and to the logic of the position in which participants are placed (Houtkoop-Steenstra, 2000). To conclude, we suggest that it is difficult to conceive of any type of citizen engagement exercise in which the effectiveness of information collection and transmission, and knowledge capture, will not be a relevant criterion of success. We therefore propose that translation quality should join the list of existing normative evaluation criteria that have begun to emerge from the literature on the evaluation of engagement processes. Acknowledgements The work reported in this paper was made possible by the generous financial support of the Leverhulme Trust (RSK990021), and by two awards from the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), including one from the Science in Society Programme (L144250037). Additional support (for THJ) was provided by the ESRC SCARR Programme (RES-336-250001). We thank the members of the GM Nation? Public Debate Steering Board, the debate secretariat, and staff at COI Communications and Corr Wilbourn Research and Development, for their cooperation and patience. We are pleased to acknowledge many helpful conversations with colleagues and fellow researchers, in particular with Graham Murdock, Tim O’Riordan, Judith Petts, Nick Pidgeon and Wouter Poortinga. We are also grateful to Tee Rogers-Hayden, who kindly provided us with access to unpublished research. We gratefully acknowledge the permission provided by Blackwell Publishing to reproduce Figure 1. Finally, we thank the three referees for their insightful comments and constructive suggestions. Notes 1 Here we allude to the need for engagement exercises to fully take into account the material character, economics and other specific features of a given technology (see Button, 1993; Horlick-Jones and Sime, 2004). 2 Here we draw upon a limited analysis of the diaries conducted by Corr Wilbourn (2003b), and a detailed (but as yet unpublished) content analysis by Tee Rogers-Hayden.
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